
 

2 August 2021 
 
 
The Hon. Dan Tehan, Minister for Trade, Tourism and Investment  
Via Email 
 
CC: 
The Hon. Barnaby Joyce MP, Deputy Prime Minister of Australia | Minister for Infrastructure, 
Transport and Regional Development 
The Hon. Michaelia Cash, Attorney-General for Australia | Minister for Industrial Relations 
Australian Peak Shippers Association (APSA) Committee of Management  
 
 
Dear Minister, 
 
Thank you once again for your time on 2 June 2021 to provide the opportunity to introduce 
you to Freight & Trade Alliance (FTA) and the Australian Peak Shippers Association (APSA) 
and to share our concerns in terms of international air and sea cargo constraints. 
 
As discussed, FTA is the peak body for the international trade sector representing 430 
logistics and importing businesses. On 1 January 2017, FTA was appointed the Secretariat 
role for APSA, being the peak body for Australia’s containerised exporters and importers 
under Part X of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (CCA) as designated by the 
Federal Minister of Infrastructure and Transport.  
 
FTA and APSA acknowledge that the Federal Government has made significant progress in 
liberalising trade noting in 2019-20 the total value of Australian trade was $873.1 billion. 
Sustaining this market is increasingly difficult with restricted transport capacity and rapidly 
increasing costs of international trade jeopardising the viability of many exporters and 
importers.   
 
Australia has world class manufacturers and producers who are supported by skilled 
customs brokers and freight forwarders and are ready to take advantage of the opportunities 
created by free trade agreements, the proposed Simplified Trade System and those 
economies recovering from COVID-19. These opportunities will not be fully realised while 
the costs of trade are prohibitive resulting in downstream crippling financial impacts on 
retailers, manufacturers, farmers and regional communities. 
 
Following our 2 June meeting, FTA and APSA welcomed the Federal Governments’ 
response by extending the International Freight Assistance Mechanism (IFAM) supporting 
the air cargo sector and facilitating access to key markets for qualifying exporters. While this 
an important outcome, recent weeks have seen the lack of shipping capacity and increased 
costs considerably worsen. 

FTA and APSA acknowledge that many factors impacting Australian shipping and logistics 
are extremely complex and are related to global capacity supply and demand. The only 
notable beneficiary appearing to be overseas based shipping lines recording multi-billion 
dollar record profits, many of which are now capitalising on market powers by vertically 
integrating with the offer of end-to-end logistics services. While it is possible that market 
forces will correct this imbalance in the years to come, it is unacceptable to simply sit back 
and hope for the pendulum to swing back to a fairer and more commercially viable 
operational environment.  

 



 

 
 
 
 
FTA / APSA see the need for the creation of a new federal regulator, along the lines of the 
US Federal Maritime Commission (FMC), to facilitate open and competitive international 
trade while safeguarding the interests of Australian shippers (exporters, importers and freight 
forwarders). 
 
Supporting this position, FTA and APSA have made extensive commentaries in recent 
submissions:  
 

• Proposed Class Exemption for Ocean Liner Shipping [submitted to the ACCC on 28 
February 2020];  

• Inquiry into Vulnerable Supply Chains [submitted to the Productivity Commission on 30 
April 2021]; and  

• Waterfront Protected Industrial Action [submitted to the Attorney-General on 16 July 
2021]. 

 
Furthermore, FTA and APSA recommend that the following policy considerations are 
included in the scope of a Federal Government-led review:  
 

• repeal of Part X CCA forcing shipping lines to operate more closely to those competition 
laws faced by other businesses involved in Australian commerce; 

• a focus on exclusive dealings to ensure that shipping line end-to-end logistics services 
do not lessen competition; 

• mandate of minimum shipping services ensuring essential export access to market; 

• shipping line adherence to acceptable notification periods on service and cost variations; 

• the scope of the National Transport Commission (NTC) review of Terminal Access 
Charges be expanded to examine regulation to force stevedores and empty container 
parks to cost recover directly against their commercial client (shipping line) rather than 
via third party transport operators; 

• implement measures similar to the current US FMC review to ensure fair and reasonable 
container detention practices are administered by shipping lines for the dehire of empty 
containers; and 

• initiate a formal waterfront industrial relations review to provide immediate and continued 
business continuity for what is an ‘essential service’ and our international gateway for 
major supply chains. 

 
We look forward to supporting the Federal Government on this approach to achieve 
essential immediate and sustainable reforms.   
 

          

Paul Zalai  

Director, Freight & Trade Alliance (FTA) 
Secretariat, Australian Peak Shippers Association (APSA) 
Director, Global Shippers Forum (GSF) 

https://ftalliance.com.au/data/news_attachments/fta%20apsa%20joint%20response%20-%20accc%20discussion%20paper%20-%20proposed%20class%20exemption%20for%20ocean%20liner%20shipping.pdf
https://www.ftalliance.com.au/data/news_attachments/fta_submission_submission%20to%20the%20productivity%20commission%20on%20behalf%20of%20freight%20&%20trade%20alliance%20(fta)%20and%20the%20australian%20peak%20shippers%20association%20(apsa).pdf
https://www.ftalliance.com.au/data/news_attachments/attorney%20general%2016%20july%202021.pdf

